
FREE PROFESSIONAL BOOK EDITING SERVICES

to your needs. Get a Free Editing Sample of Your Book Our professional book editing services 'correct and perfect'
YOUR writing! Whatever your topic: YOU.

Professional book editing services WILL perfect your writing Book editing often encompasses basic copy
editing spelling, grammar, punctuation, etc. The small team at Ebook Launch also provides amazing book
cover designs and formatting in addition to their editing service. A developmental edit looks at the bigger
pictureâ€”and only the bigger picture. I have been inundated with compliments on my covers from both
readers and fellow authors alike. I always loved that word. Plus, your editor will recommend the specific level
of book editing that your writing requires. You may have to try several before finding the right one to help
make your book better. Send a few editors the same sample of your book and see how they come back. Our
book editors have years of experience with editing and have been tested to make sure they know what they are
doing. For these services, you will need a line edit or a developmental edit. Writers work directly with the
editors they select. Any ebook author would be wise to choose Ebook Launch for their formatting and cover
needs. Think something like that would be useful? We transform writers into authors! Prompt, knowledgeable,
cheerful, superb quality, wonderful about revisions. So, make sure they are good with whatever writing
programs you want to use. Scribendi Another online editing service is Scribendi, which has over experienced
and educated editors. Cambridge Proofreading and Editing This is an excellent Chicago-based international
agency with over editors. The official answer is maybe. Did they do a good job? Manuscript editing is crucial
in today's competitive publication market. Wolf DeVoon Author of 'A Portrait of Valor' I wanted to thank you
again for creating such beautiful covers, for your responsiveness to my questions and concerns, and for being
so patient with me as I stumbled my way through this process.


